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Cupcakes are known for being small, sweet bites. Is there a better metaphor for bug fixes? 

We recently fixed the following bugs:
When the "Hide from article lists" box was checked for an article and a reader added that article to their Article
Favorites, the article would display in the Favorites list in the table of contents but it wouldn't display in the
Favorites Article List. We've updated the logic for the Favorites Article List merge code so it behaves the same
as the table of contents.
Also with Article Favorites: if the same reader had access to multiple knowledge bases and favorited articles in
each knowledge base, the favorites list in one of the knowledge bases would be erased. We've fixed this so
that a reader can properly favorite articles in multiple knowledge bases.
File references: When a relative URL rather than the full Cloudfront URL was used for a file, that file reference
was not captured. We've updated our reference-tracking logic to handle both full and relative URLs.

If you think you were impacted by this bug, you may need to resave the article or Style Settings
where the relative URL was referenced, or contact us to have one of our support owls run a full
reference reindex on your knowledge base!

Since we added category icon background colors, we noticed that when you hover over a category icon panel,
the background color slightly overlapped the category title, making it hard to see:

We've updated our styling here to provide a little more breathing room between the icon and the category
title, which makes the category icon panels slightly taller than they are wide:

http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/favorites
http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/display-favorites-table-of-contents
http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/add-favorites-theme
http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/favorites
http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/file-references
http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/category-icons
http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/category-icons-now-with-background-colors-and-descriptions
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If you read this far down, please reward yourself with an actual chocolate cupcake or something else small and
delightful if that's not quite your thing. You can say we told you to do it. 
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